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KEY CONCERNS:
shoreline health // viability of industry // 
community benefits // sustainable practices

OPPORTUNITIES:

waterfront

An example of an ice plant, which provides temporary stor-
age for shrimp boats while they are at sea.  Many of these 
were destroyed by Hurricane Katrina.

Red Tomato is a nonprofit organization that spe-
cializes in supporting small scale, locally based 
food production and distribution.

1/ fishing infrastructure
Katrina destroyed a lot of the infrastructure that supports the shrimp 

industry, including ice plants and processing plants, as well as docks 

and other facilities used by the shrimp boats in Biloxi.

2/ fishing equipment
The nets used by shrimp fishermen have large wooden panels made 

from thick lumber attached to each side of the front of the nets. New 

models constructed from cambered steel create less drag and can cut fuel 

consumption from about 30 gallons an hour during harvesting to about 19.

3/ reduce bycatch
Reducing bycatch (animals that are collected in fishing 

gear and not sold, but killed and thrown back into the 

ocean) will reduce the amount of animal waste that is 

deposited into the Gulf.  This also requires new equipment.

4/ red tomato model
Red Tomato is a nonprofit organization based in Canton, MA that markets fresh 

regional produce from local family farms in the northeast and southeast US to su-

permarkets and other customers throughout the region of origin.

Two types of shrimping “doors” are shown here.  They 
are both used to hold the net open as the boat drags 
the water, but the aluminum version is much lighter 
and creates less drag.  This model can increase fuel 
efficiency of a boat by about 160%.

The image above is an example of the extreme amounts of waste generated by fish-
ing bycatch.  This not only creates biological waste, it also destabilizes the marine 
environment, and is incredibly inefficient for fisherman. 


